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 viz., Vishnupur - where the asuras congregate, Orissa - where the asuras suffer a great humiliation and Ramayana - where the
asuras and devas live together in peace. One fine day, the varna dwarves, dugils, and an asura named Kumbhakarna crash into
the heaven of the asuras. As a result, the asuras receive a severe blow. Believing that this attack by the digils and asura will be
the cause of their further downfall, the asuras join together to challenge the union. A great war breaks out, and the asuras and
devas fight each other with the help of their military leaders, namely Rama and Kumbhakarna. In this war, however, the devas
are eventually defeated. The asuras are now back at their end. Rama is determined to make the asuras pay for their sins. Thus,
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he begins to transform his hand into a giant serpent. In a bid to stop Rama, Shiva and Maghav intervene and finally save the
asuras. Kumbhakarna, who has been left aside, now meets his end at the hand of Sita - Rama's wife. According to Richard

Gombrich, this epic was written with the intention of praising the powerful asura dynasty. Some of the epic's plots follow the
Ramayana and Mahabharata. Although the Mahabharata is not mentioned in the text, an allusion to it is visible in the name of a
king of a city, namely Varnashram. In addition, the text presents some glimpses of the epic poem Ramayana. The name of the
work also derives from the word varna - meaning colour or race. It consists of many languages. It has ten chapters, and is much
more elaborate than the epic Mahabharata. In addition, it follows the Ramayana and Mahabharata much more closely than the
Ramayana. The work is written in verse. Most of the poems are composed in the asura language Prakrit. The asuras kings are
depicted in a more human-like manner than the kings of the Rama legend. The asura princes are presented as overbearing and

arrogant. In the 82157476af
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